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DALEHAM RESIDENCE FOR SENIOR LIVING
HAMPSTEAD LONDON

ROW OF 10 MEWS HOUSES
Private serviced apartments for active, demanding seniors wishing to create inspiring
community, where residents remain independent and lead fulfilling lifestyle in warm and
attractive surroundings.
The project, targeting cooking enthusiasts, seeks to achieve collective life for seniors that
take into account the desire for relationships with neighbours as well as desire for a private
sphere and serenity.

DALEHAM RESIDENCE FOR SENIOR LIVING
INSPIRATION AND MACRO VIEW

The request was to promote active and
independent living for as long as possible. While
thinking on the Macro picture the main question
was

Clever use of colour and light is extremely
important when designing for seniors.
The lenses in the eye start yellowing at birth. It is
just that the changes are so gradual, they are not
noticeable for a long time.

How to initiate movement and encounters
in a natural way?

But over time, the yellowing of the lens reduces its
transparency, causing it to become more opaque
and reduce the elderly’s ability to discriminate
certain hues.

• Shared facilities are distributed throughout

the complex with least private spaces
located at 2 far ends of the building
• With main communal spaces upstairs (in
red), apartments downstairs benefit from
private terraces and larger floor area
• Extending building at the back allowed to
have a terrace on the 1st floor which is key
to circulation
• By doing this, the number of lifts can be
reduced to 3 or 2 promoting the use of stairs
in close proximity

Use of rich, saturated colours is strongly
recommended.
Inspiration came from the design of the 20th
century in particular mid-century modern.

Large communal garden should offer residents
a meeting place and provide for gardening and
possibly some limited farming opportunities.
OCCUPATION AND CIRCULATION
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Targeting cooking enthusiast – people sharing the
same passion – is expected to make community
forming more efficient. The communal kitchen is
where residents are expected to come together.
Private similar sized rooms designed to
accommodate 1 or 2 people with a separate
kitchen and bathroom. In addition to flexible floor
plan concept, private rooms should provide IT
and household technology equipment (air climate
control, security systems, card-type door locks,
internet and multimedia) as well as clever use of
colour and light.

BACK ELEVATION

DALEHAM RESIDENCE FOR SENIOR LIVING
PRIVATE APARTMENT

Apartments were designed with AGING IN
PLACE concept in mind - growing older
in your own home comfortably and safely.
AGING IN PLACE means planning in
advance for any future changes and being
able to incorporate them with limited costs
and effort when needed.
Main features incorporated at design stage are:
• Open floor plan with few obstructions
• Large windows allow for ample natural
•
•
•
•
•

daylight as well as connection to the
community
Colour considerations (proper contrasting to
aid with depth perception)
No-step entries, wider doorways
Cork flooring – soft and smooth surface
Preparation of walls for grab bars installation
Walk-in shower

The connection between inside and outside is
supported by open back façade of the building with
the sliding windows.

PLAN

MODIFICATION FOR A WHEELCHAIR USER

Integrated bookshelves and cupboards offer plenty
of storage space and also function as partitions
dividing the space. The right balance between builtin and freestanding furniture allows future residents
to bring their own pieces and personality.
To support personal expression of identity and help
to facilitate place attachment niches have been
integrated for personal collections to display.
Natural materials including cork and timber bring
warmth and texture to the space.
Built-in desk and other pieces of integrated
furniture sit alongside a mid-century pieces by
Finn Juhl, Ole Wanscher, Eero Saarinen and Vico
Magistretti. Many of the distinctive lighting pieces
are by Serge Mouille.
When choosing materials and fittings particular
attention was paid to their practicality, sustainability
and user-friendly aspects.

DALEHAM RESIDENCE FOR SENIOR LIVING
SHARED KITCHEN

The senior friendly staircase sits between the units
forming a sculptural centrepiece leading up to the
heart of the complex - large professional kitchen where a number of residents could jointly cook at
the same time.

DINING

LIBRARY

The communal kitchen is where residents
coming from different parts of the world,
bringing different food concepts and
traditions are expected to connect.
Lowered floor area behind the bar and lowered
countertop are the key planning solutions for the
seniors. Lowered floor area allows seniors to sit
comfortably on chairs and still being able to watch
the cooking and connect with the people behind
the bar.

KITCHEN BAR

While designing the kitchen, 3 alternative
scenarios for user experience have been
considered:
1. Kitchen is used by separate smaller groups

GAMES

LOUNGE

of residents - places are booked via a local
Application

2. Kitchen is used by invited chefs occasionally

either for events or cooking classes

3. Shared use by all the residents and invited

community for events or celebrations

The residents can also decide to use the kitchen
and adjacent shared space as an occasional café for
the neighbouring community.
Continuation of the scheme with similar materials
and colours unify the space and make it familiar and
welcoming to the residents.

DALEHAM RESIDENCE FOR SENIOR LIVING
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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DALEHAM RESIDENCE FOR SENIOR LIVING
LIGHTING

People in their 80s require 5 to 8 times more
light than people in their 20s.
The lighting design features both direct and indirect
lighting, allowing the residents to change the atmosphere
of the space according to individual requirements.
The white surfaces also reflect both artificial light and
daylight, giving the entire space a bright and modern
appearance.
An automated lighting system includes ambient
lighting as well as specific task lighting to enhance
color perception. Adding dimmable lighting is a way to
maximize color rendering.

PROJECT DETAILS
SCOPE
Individual project
8 weeks
300 square meters
BRIEF
The developer is looking for ideas to convert a series
of mews houses in London and the designers have
been asked to design the space that would then be
applied to the street to create a co-living community
for either the younger or older generation. The design
would include two units - a living unit and a chosen
communal space.
The two storey building is 59 square meters. The
entrance can be through either the single door or
double door depending on the brief. The front façade
should maintain the integrity of the architecture
however appropriate openings can be made to the
rear of the building. The project should demonstrate
the understanding of the design process from brief to
presentation.
PROGRAMS USED
Vectorworks - Technical drawings
Google SketchUp - Perspectives
Adobe Photoshop - Renderings
Adobe InDesign - Project presentation and completion
Microsoft Office Suite
Apple Office Suite

WORLD HERITAGE JOURNEYS ENTRANCE
ISLINGTON LONDON
The project is to design an arrival space for a head office of a new initiative by UNESCO.
World Heritage Journeys in collaboration with local heritage and tourism managers
showcase World Heritage destinations and help travellers experience them in ways that
protect and support their outstanding value and the local communities that sustain them.
Focus is given to lesser-known sites where increased visitation can help support
conservation and sustainable development.
The programme beginning from World Heritage Journeys Europe is now a global platform
producing publications, videos, photo exhibitions, mobile apps, social media accounts,
capacity-building workshops, familiarisation trips and marketing strategies and campaigns
for World Heritage destinations.

WORLD HERITAGE JOURNEYS ENTRANCE
BRIEF AND CONCEPT

In line with World Heritage Journeys strong
message – Travel Differently Travel Deeper
– the challenge is to change how people
travel and promote fair and responsible
tourism.
Staying longer in destinations, experiencing the local
culture and environment as well as gaining a deeper
knowledge and appreciation of World Heritage
values.
The request is to celebrate the history of the
building (old Victorian bus factory) while introducing
new functions to the space:
• Interactive education and promotion of

travelling to the sites by lectures, exhibitions,
workshops, receptions and tasting events
• café seating up to 10 people and
• place for informal meetings
The project should reflect changing work practices
and the need for an open, enjoyable and efficient
arrival experience with universal access.
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In response to the brief and in line with the values
of the brand, the concept of space within a space
has been developed with a host space retaining the
building’s identity and an inviting new space with
projected videos and images on the walls promoting
the values of the brand and adding functionality.

WORLD HERITAGE JOURNEYS ENTRANCE
PLAN AND USER EXPERIENCE

TO OFFICES

Architectural approach naturally divides
the floor space into collaborative and more
private areas.

CAFE

The spaces created in and around the atrium are
Welcoming area with reception doubling as an
information desk, Informal meeting area with
acoustic furniture behind the lift and a Café upstairs.
The double height space is designed to sit up to 15
guests at a time and can function as an impressive
setting for media events, talks, launches, social and
business receptions.

MEZZANINE PLAN

Café is designed to accommodate up to 14 visitors
at a time and can also double as an ideal space for
workshops, tastings and round table events.
Employees are offered full use of adaptable spaces
including a café, informal touchdown positions at
both levels, all of which promote social interaction.

TO OFFICES

SECTION AA

ENTRANCE

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

WORLD HERITAGE JOURNEYS ENTRANCE
MATERIALS AND FURNITURE

Original brick walls, exposed beams throughout
and in the reception desk design recall the space’s
unique history.
Use of concrete and metal create a sense of strength
and contrast. The dark blue steel gives the interior
its edge while use of walnut timber and felt wool
helps to warm the space.
On both floors use of the same materials and
colours unify the space. The basic colour scheme is
neutral with earthy hues with main focus on digital
walls within the oval area. Same logic was applied
for the furniture selection which has been done with
a minimalist touch.

The contrast between the industrial
atmosphere of the premises due to its
double height ceiling, exposed beams,
abundance of metal and up-to-date
technology within the inner space helps to
convey a truly modern design.
The space becomes an extension of the
business’s brand enabling them to change
how people travel.

PROJECT DETAILS
SCOPE
Individual project
7 weeks
175 square meters
BRIEF
To develop the understanding of Brand experience,
agile working and identity within the entrance into a
company workspace and how it can be interpreted
spatially to promote the organisation’s culture and
ethos.
The site is the existing ground floor and mezzanine
reception at United House, North Road, N7. This 19th
century industrial building, originally a horse-drawn bus
factory, has been converted with style and originality
to a light and spacious business environment for the
21st century. The two levels are currently linked by a
staircase and lift for the vertical circulation.
The staircase is to be redesigned and repositioned
to suit the scheme, the lift must stay in its present
position.
PROGRAMS USED
Vectorworks - Technical drawings
Google SketchUp - Perspectives
Adobe Photoshop - Renderings
Microsoft Office Suite
Apple Office Suite

LOFT PROJECT
QUEENS PARK
Transforming office space into a residence for a couple of busy professionals.
The site is located on the first floor of 22 Lonsdale Road. Lonsdale Road is a lively, busy
residential area, with retail and leisure facilities close by. The building types are a mixture
of new build and converted mews type buildings. No 22, Lonsdale Road was rebuilt in 2001
but retains its original semi industrial character.

LOFT PROJECT

BRIEF AND INSPIRATION

“In order to deal with the reality of living in a tough
world you need strength, which is built by
exposure to discomfort, not fragility created by
coddling ourselves from it.”

Farrah Storr, newly appointed editor-in-chief of
Elle UK and her husband Will, senior investment
banker have acquired a loft apartment as their
London home to save time commuting from their
house in Kent.

FUNCTIONAL						 DYNAMIC			 				 		CONTRAST
						BOLD								COMTEMPORARY

In view of their busy lifestyle, the space is to
be functional and dynamic to contrast with
the weekend house, which has a very relaxing
atmosphere. To celebrate the history of the location,
they wish to add some industrial features offsetting
them with refined contemporary details.

LOFT PROJECT
LIVING SPACE

The contrast between old and new, dark
and light, contemporary with additions
of industrial features highlights the
experience of the space.
The floor plan provides the perfect layout for the
needs of the client.
All technical spaces are grouped in the box in the
darkest part of the apartment around which the
main functional arears are situated:
SECTION

• Generous open plan kitchen with 4m long

work surface and floor to ceiling storage
• Dining area comfortably sitting up to 6 people
• Lounge area sitting up to 6 people
• Bedroom with an open dressing room
The kitchen is flooded with natural light with
windows facing SW and views of the historic
conservation area.
Sliding doors help to divide the space into different
zones, taking advantage of the open plan space
without loosing sence of privacy.
The built-in furnishings were planned down to the
finest details in order to maximize functionality of
the space.
Orange red accents in the apartment carry positive
and dynamic energy. The basic colour scheme
is neutral with earthy hues with colour brought
by replacable works of art and accessories. The
centrally placed rug is connecting all of them
together.
When choosing materials and fittings, particular
attention was paid to their practicality, sustainability
and user-friendly aspects.

PLAN

LOFT PROJECT
LIVING SPACE

PROJECT DETAILS
SCOPE
Individual project
4 weeks plus 4 weeks for bathroom detailing
100 square meters
BRIEF
STAGE 1
To design a residential apartment for a specific client
and respond to their needs appropriately in the design
analysis, development and delivery.
STAGE 2
To design in detail a bathroom from the residential loft
project. To develop the design to a level of detail where
it can be quantified, costed and constructed.
PROGRAMS USED
Vectorworks - Technical drawings
Google SketchUp - Perspective
Microsoft Office Suite
Apple Office Suite
EstiMac

LOFT PROJECT
BATHROOM

LOFT PROJECT
BATHROOM
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